Whodunnit? Murder in Mystery Manor (Digital Picture Book)

British butler Giles has taken a job for
three times his usual salary. He is soon to
find out that he will forever be cursed and
faced with allowing a group of unknowing
people to meet a killer so maniacal and
twisted that the murders are virtually
motiveless. Giles welcomes ten guests to a
luxurious estate where they will be
embarking on a diabolical game of life and
death. Giles, while on the guests side, is a
leader who will get out of the way of the
killer and stand by as one person in each
chapter is murdered in an outrageous
manner. For example, one murder is a
choreographed shark where the guests have
to retrieve the victims head from the sharks
body. Another murder will be at the hands
of a driverless car a la Stephen Kings
Christine. After each murder, the rest of the
guests will have their choice of
investigating the crime scene, the body or
the last known whereabouts. They then
must present their account of the details of
the murder. The two whose assessments
are least accurate will not sleep easy,
knowing one of them will be killed shortly
and painfully. In the end, we will be left
with the winner, the loser and the killer.
The epilogue will set up Giless continued
journey and Book 2.
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